Celebrate Women's History Month

Discover fictional reads that feature strong female characters!

Find titles with this icon on Libby

- *Pride and Prejudice* by Jane Austen
- *Where the Crawdads Sing* by Delia Owens
- *My Grandmother Asked Me to Tell You She's Sorry* by Fredrik Backman
- *Chemistry* by Wendy Mass
- *The Henna Artist* by Alka Joshi
- *The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo* by Taylor Jenkins Reid
- *The Girl with the Louding Voice* by Abi Dare
- *The Handmaid's Tale* by Margaret Atwood
- *Little Women* by Louisa May Alcott
- *Home Fire* by Kamila Shamsie
- *My Absolute Darling* by Gabriel Tallent
- *Little Fires Everywhere* by Celeste Ng
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